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CELEBRATING 32 YEARS OF NEIGHBORS HELPING NEIGHBORS
This year we will celebrate 32 years of steadfast
service to our community. In 1983 the landscape
was a bit different and the work of Benzie Area
Christian Neighbors was focused solely on charity. Neighbors
coming to BACN were given a handout in order to survive the jobless
winters and fruitless harvests. As the times have changed and we
experienced the economic downturn of 2008 BACN adapted to the
needs by stabilizing its basic services and streamlining the most
critical offerings of food and clothing. The volunteer corps grew and
so did the financial support.
Since that time BACN has moved into a facility that could
accommodate the need and built a cadre of people to support the
work and the mission. Today – 32 years in the making BACN is becoming

the hub of human services for the Benzie/Manistee region. BACN still
incorporates charity to support the efforts of families working to become
self-reliant. While not all of our Neighbors will reach full self-sufficiency
all are given the opportunity.

Today we formally partner with almost 20 organizations and host
almost half of them at the BACN building making access more
efficient for our families. We have over 30 registered students in our
Adult Learning Center learning everything from computer skills to life
skills. We have secured over $200,000 in direct-to-neighbor utility
assistance through online applications in our computer lab, and we
were recognized as a top 5 finalist for the 2015 Governor’s Service
Award for “Outstanding Volunteer Program.” We still serve 50+
families each day with a smile and the idea that each one passing
through the door deserves dignity and respect. We continue to meet
our mission through our homegrown menu of programs and services and
through the partnerships that address the needs of the community.
– Gerri VanAntwerp, Executive Director, BACN

IN 2014, BACN PROVIDED

25,401 NEIGHBORS WITH FOOD.

BACN’S
SEASONS
OF CHANGE

MEET KELLY

I remember my first tour of the modest cottage
with forest green exterior on Hwy 31. The BACN
letters were adhered to the sliding windows.
The cottage showed years of wear and tear,
but was filled with an energy I couldn’t
perfectly articulate. It left a lasting impression.
Since that first visit in 2009, The John L.
Mulvaney Foundation has watched BACN grow
and weave itself into the fabric of the community.

WE’VE PARTNERED WITH AND SUPPORTED BACN
THROUGH MANY SEASONS OF CHANGE, BUT ONE
THING REMAINS CONSTANT. COMMUNITY.

Joining the BACN staff as Fundraising Coordinator is
a change for me, and brings my life into an exciting
new phase. To everything there is a season. BACN’s
Season of Change will begin just as the holiday Season
of Giving also begins. Soon the unusable portion of our
building will come down, and renovations to the Adult
Learning Center, Food Pantry and Clothing Center will
begin. As BACN changes to serve Neighbors to the best
of our ability, we’d like you to know that your giving
is what allows us to do so. During these Seasons of
Change and Giving, we ask you to thoughtfully consider
a financial gift to BACN. We, along with our Neighbors,
thank you from the bottoms of our grateful hearts!
– Kelly Ottinger, Fundraising Coordinator, BACN

Community moves beyond charity to work collectively over time to improve
people’s lives. Community encourages empowerment, personal relationships,
focusing on the long-term and developing interdependence. It operates out
of a place of respect. Some of the other essential components in BACN’s
transformation over time include trust, leadership, collaborative relationships,
and a base of reliable, compassionate volunteers.
As BACN evolves into this next season of growth and renovations commence,
we are confident that these steady and consistent values will be the basis for a
strong future.
Maureen Van Glabbeek
The John L. Mulvaney Foundation

A SHARED MISSION
I love the telling of the birth of the Christian church as told in Acts 2
in the Bible. A ragtag bunch of Jesus’ disciples, filled with the Holy
Spirit, bonded together in spirit and mission to go “INTO ALL

THE WORLD AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF JESUS
CHRIST” and to “love neighbor as self.” This meant taking care
of each other in good times and bad. Celebrating when the fish
nets were full and sharing with others when fish nets were empty.

Jesus said we are stronger when we are working together (Luke
10.1) and when we bring our gifts together; there is always enough
(John 6:1-13). BACN has embraced this idea. And we are pleased
to partner with them in fulfilling this mission. From BACN’s infant
beginnings till today; the hands and feet of Jesus have been spread
across our community in Christian love.

MAY GOD CONTINUE TO MOVE OUR
HEARTS TOWARD GENEROSITY AND KEEP
OUR HANDS AND FEET LIVELY IN THE SPIRIT
OF COOPERATION.
– Rev. Barbara Fay, Frankfort & Elberta United Methodist Churches

GRADUATING TO
GREATER THINGS
WHEN I AM FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO SPEND TIME IN
BENZIE COUNTY, I’M ALWAYS IMPRESSED WITH THE
SENSE OF COMMUNITY THAT IS SO PREVALENT HERE.

The entire community cares about people of all ages, incomes,
and walks of life. That caring attitude is especially seen at
Benzie Area Christian Neighbors. Their services are many and
their support for the community is clear. That’s why we were so
thrilled to partner with BACN to bring our Adult Learning Lab to
the area.
Northwest Michigan Works! offers GED, High School
Completion, ESL, and other basic academic education services
throughout the ten-county region of Northwest Michigan. But
because of funding cuts, we were unable to offer these services
in Benzie County for several years. Anyone who wanted to enroll
in our Learning Labs had to drive to Traverse City or Manistee.
HOWEVER, WE ARE ALWAYS EAGER TO STRETCH
OUR RESOURCES AND COLLABORATE WHEREVER
WE CAN. SO IN THE FALL OF 2014, WE DEVELOPED
A PARTNERSHIP WITH BACN AND OPENED A LAB
THERE ONE DAY PER WEEK.

The experience has been delightful. We’ve been blessed to work
with the staff and volunteers at BACN, and to see the direct
impact of this truly essential organization. Most importantly,
we’ve helped over 70 students with 800+ hours of instruction.
Their accomplishments and sense of pride in working to achieve
their goals is the reason we do what we do.
We’re now pleased to announce that the partnership is
expanding. Starting in October, the Northwest Michigan Works!
Learning Lab at BACN will be open two days per week. This
will allow us to serve many more people with their
educational goals.
Thank you so much to Gerri and the board,
and to all the community members who have
welcomed us with open arms!
– Janie McNabb, Executive Director,
Northwest Michigan Works!

NEIGHBOR PROFILE:

RICKY ZILZ
Ricky Zilz worked as an automotive engineer for 25
years before he was laid off. At his termination he was
offered insurance, but “having never been sick a day in
[his] life,” he turned it down. Shortly thereafter, he was
diagnosed with colon cancer. Ricky and his wife of 10
years now live off Ricky’s disability checks and pension.
“Medical payments and hospital bills keep us pretty
well broke,” he says. “Every time we seem to get our
heads above water, the car breaks down, we need $1000
in propane, it’s always something. That’s why we rely
heavily on BACN.”

RICKY IS QUICK TO SAY BACN HELPS
HIS FAMILY ALL THE TIME, but there was
one time in particular that still moves him to tears.
The family car had broken down, leaving them with
no transportation. To make matters worse, they were
running out of food. His wife called every organization
she could think of and every one turned them down.
They were told “we don’t service that area,” “we don’t
deliver food.” BACN was a different story. Soon after
her call, a BACN volunteer arrived with two big boxes
of food, and someone else from Honor came too. “They
bailed us out with even more than what was necessary.”
Ricky wants people to know that BACN is 100 percent
giving. “They expect nothing in return. They are willing,
able, and eager to help in any way they can.” He says
his favorite part of coming to BACN is the volunteers
who work here because “Everyone here is 150 percent.”
Ricky is grateful that BACN exists and that they are so
compassionate in their help.

BENZIE AREA CHRISTIAN NEIGHBORS
2804 Benzie Hwy,
P.O. Box 93
Benzonia, MI 49616

JOIN US:

BE PART OF THE CHANGE.
• VOLUNTEER –

We need help especially

during the winter season

• GIVE –

Your gifts to BACN directly serve

your Neighbors

• PRAY–

Wrap a blanket of prayer around the
work done at BACN

“AND THAT IS HOW CHANGE
HAPPENS. ONE GESTURE. ONE
PERSON. ONE MOMENT AT A TIME.”
LIBBA BRAY

2804 Benzie Highway • P.O. Box 93 • benziebacn.org
231-882-9544 • Follow us on Facebook

“WHEN YOU WALK OUT
AND PUT GROCERIES
IN A NEIGHBOR’S CAR
AND THEY’RE CRYING…
THEY’RE SO GRATEFUL”
ANDY, BACN VOLUNTEER

